Press Release
Küberit Trade Fair Preview:
A Little More of Everything
More Comfort, More Flexibility, More Design, More Sustainability
03 January 2019; Küberit, Lüdenscheid. – At

Domotex in January, Küberit will

once again show that aluminium profiles, profile systems and stair
edge profiles can not only become technically easier, more
sustainable and more flexible – they can also visually enrich interior
design.

Küberit Shows Its Colours
The profile specialist has not only added two new, contemporary colours
and other profiles with a smooth surface to its range – it has also equipped
angles, stair profiles and the well-known Motion Star movement joint profile
with new technical features. “As the demands and needs of our customers
change, we continue to develop our profiles and always try to think one
step ahead. With our new products, we offer solutions for the rapidly
changing flooring market and new living styles. The technical innovations
support installation teams during assembly and the new design options fulfil
the visual wishes of the building owners,” says Lars Maier, Sales Manager
for Germany, outlining the innovations that Küberit will be presenting at
Domotex. In addition, Küberit will show that aluminium profiles are a
surprisingly sustainable, resource-saving choice.
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More Design
In addition to delivering a larger choice of colours, Küberit will, from
January, also be providing covering for edges with very delicate angles. In
addition, new stair nosing profiles including shaped parts and round corners
for the optimum laying of design and laminate flooring on stair treads will
expand the range.

Easier Processing
Next year, alongside a new Motion Star movement joint profile for
pavements up to 2.2mm offering easier processing, there will also be a
profile series with a new installation process. With the most important
profile heights of the silicone and the double K profiles, Küberit has added a
length of 3.0m while also bringing out a new expansion joint profile with
silicone for coverings up to 2.5mm – all with the aim of saving installation
teams time and making their work easier.
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About Küberit Profile Systems GmbH & Co. KG
As a globally successful manufacturer of floor and stair profiles, the name Küberit
has stood for quality and progress for 157 years. Customer satisfaction, perfection,
innovation and the preservation of our tradition are integral parts of our corporate
philosophy. Constant investments in the latest technologies and certifications
guarantee the continuously high quality of our products and services. Küberit is
one of the first profile manufacturers to be certified according to DIN EN ISO
9001:2015 and has been so since September 2016.
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